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CA Governer Newsom signs new law about deepfakes 
by Alaina Fox
News Editor

To combat the rise of politically motivated deepfake media, Gov-
ernor Gavin Newsom signed into law Bill AB 730 on Oct. 4. Written by 
Assemblymember Marc Berman of Palo Alto, the bill makes it illegal 
to share manipulated video or audio of candidates “with the intent 
to injure the candidate’s reputation or to deceive a voter into voting 
for or against the candidate.” The bill allows targeted people to seek 
injunctions and receive financial compensation. Newsom hopes that 
AB 730 will reduce political deepfakes.

Deepfakes are altered photos, videos, or audio recordings of people. 
The highly realistic edits replicate people’s expressions and voices to 
make it appear as if a person is saying or doing something they have 
never done. The manipulated media is sometimes indistinguishable 
from authentic content. As the technology grew in sophistication 
and accessibility, an increasing number of people used it to produce 
malicious content. Because the sophisticated algorithms constantly 
update themselves to improve accuracy, it can often be difficult to 
discern what is real and what is not. 

When deepfakes venture into political territory, voters can struggle 
to know what is true or not about the candidates, making informed 
participation in democratic processes harder. 

However, the law only applies to content distributed within 60 days 
of an election. This is one of many restrictions on the law’s jurisdiction. 
Radio or television stations can play altered videos or audio if paid  

to do so. Deepfakes for satire or parodies are also permissible. The final 
exception is that anyone may display deepfakes if they clearly label 
them as such. For manipulated photos, these labels must have text 
“easily readable by the average viewer and no smaller than the larg-
est font size of other text appearing in the visual media.” For videos,  
the same rule applies, and the text must be present throughout 
the video. For audio, someone must disclose that it depicts altered  
content at the beginning and end, as well as at intervals of two 
minutes maximum.

The bill has many supporters, including Erwin Chemerinsky, the 
dean of the School of Law at UC Berkeley. He argued that according 
to the Supreme Court, “speech which is defamatory of public officials 
and public figures has no First Amendment protection if the speaker 
knows the statements are false or acts with reckless disregard of the 
truth,” and this bill is therefore constitutional.

However, not everyone agrees. The ACLU argued that AB 730 “will 
only result in voter confusion, malicious litigation, and repression 
of free speech.” A common worry is that despite the Governor’s good 
intentions, this law’s encroachment on freedom of speech makes it 
more detrimental than beneficial. 

Time will tell whether Californians perceive this change as a crucial 
protection of truth or a dangerous infringement on their First Amend-
ment rights. Elections in 2020 will test the effectiveness of the law.
(Sources: Assembly Democratic Caucus, California Legislative Informa-
tion, Mercury News, MIT Technology Review, AP News)

Azim explained. Recently, Azim started working 
with a company to bring blockchain opportunities 
to underprivileged countries in Africa. 

Aside from his work in tech, Azim also views 
art as a powerful way to make an impact on the 
world. In seventh grade, Azim began selling his art 
to raise money for his school’s music program. As 
his skills improved, Azim also began submitting his 
art in competition. As a result one of his paintings 
was featured in the San Jose Children’s Discovery 
Museum. The painting is an acrylic self-portrait, with 
an excerpt from a farsi poem about speaking one’s 
mother tongue. To Azim, paintings like this provide 
a form of self-expression unlike any other. “Art is 
special to me because, unlike playing a sport or an 
instrument, it’s something have to build from the 
ground up. I think the world needs more artists to 
change the culture of things and inspire progress” 
he stated.

When he sets his mind to something, Azim 
achieves excellence in that area. Incredibly moti-
vated and wise beyond his years, Azim is bound  to 
find great success in his future.

by Alia Arafeh
Culture Editor

At the beginning of this month, the Gilroy 
High School Varsity football team forfeited the rest 
of its games for the season after reports that one of 
its team members was sexually assaulted. Though 
the coaches and staff wanted to continue the 
season, they had no choice but to cancel the rest 
of their games after most players refused to play. 

The police gave citations to four Gilroy stu-
dents and school administration suspended them 
from school for sexual battery on Sept. 26. The 
event took place in a locker room, after school 
and few details have been released for the sake 
of privacy for the minors involved. Gilroy Ser-
geant Juan Rocha told The Mercury News that 
the police department is interviewing everyone 
involved, including parents who heard about the 
incident from their kids. Because of the number 
of suspects and the amount of force used on the 
victim, Gilroy police decided to arrest the boys 
responsible. Investigators claim the incident was 
not a hate crime.

Though the district initially attempted to 
continue the season, many players decided they 
no longer wanted to participate. The school issued 
a statement, in which they said “The Gilroy High 
School and the Gilroy Unified School District 
Administration are fully committed to the Gilroy 

High School Varsity football program and completing 
the 2019 football season as scheduled. However, the 
District has learned that most of the varsity players 
have chosen not to finish the season and therefore, 
at this time, the season will not continue.” The 
school felt the impact of the incident before it was 
even reported, with several players refusing to play 
in a game against Everett Alvarez High School in 
Salinas because of the assault. The district also said 
it was doing the most to ensure “a safe and welcom-
ing environment for all its students.” 

The Varsity team forfeited, but the Junior Varsity 
team’s season is still ongoing. Thursday, Oct. 10, 
they played at the Prune Bowl against San Benito-
Hollister. However, turnout for the game proved to 
be disappointing and Gilroy lost 15-6 with only a 
thin crowd supporting the players.

This incident is not unique, with similar inci-
dents happening across the country. In Maryland 
last year, authorities stated that four freshman 
football players were assaulted by their Junior Var-
sity teammates. The Gilroy incident and incidents 
similar to it are causing coaches to discuss unhealthy 
cultures with their players. These assaults spark 
important conversations about toxic masculinity, 
bullying, and overall maturity and sportsmanship.
(Sources: Mercury News, Fox News, San Francisco 
Chronicle, Business Insider)

Azim explores tech world
by Sasha Ryu
Sports Editor

A multifaceted character, 16-year-old Koohsa 
Azim is an experienced entrepreneur within the 
blockchain and tech industry, a self-published 
journalist, and an accomplished artist. For many 
years, Azim’s life revolved solely around academic 
pursuits. A top student in every subject, Azim was 
on track to take all AP and honors classes by his 
junior year of high school. However, his life was 
changed in freshman year when he discovered 
his passion for business. At only fourteen years 
old, Azim found himself juggling schoolwork with 
ambitious BitCoin investments, business deals,  
and his social life. Nearing the end of his sopho-
more year, Azim decided to attend the local com-
munity college, West Valley. Although transferring 
schools meant sacrificing his last two years of 
high school, but Azim recognized that he had a 
wonderful opportunity and went through with 
his decision. 

No longer restricted to the 8:00 to 2:00 bell 
schedule at LGHS, Middle College gives Azim the 
flexibility to stay on top of his demanding work 
hours, while still pursuing his passion for educa-
tion. This year Azim is managing his college-level 
classes, while being busier than ever. Working 
alongside students from prestigious universities 
like Stanford and Berkeley — and even collabo-
rating with well-known adults within the tech 
industry  — Azim uses his own experience as an 
entrepreneur to help blockchain and cryptocur-
rency startups create business models and adver-
tise their products and services. 

At first, Azim’s interest in blockchain was 
mainly surrounding the potential of making 
money; however, as time has progressed, his con-
tributions to the industry have become focused 
on philanthropy. “Because cryptocurrency doesn’t 
fall under the same government sanctions [that 
paper money does], BitCoin has the power to [bring 
opportunities] to people [anywhere in the world],” SET HIKE: The Gilroy football team in a previous season. 

North Santa Cruz Ave may return to a two way street  
by Jenna Roselli
Opinion Editor

In early July 2019, Los Gatos launched a program designed to 
help residents “envision a future downtown with wider sidewalks.” 
As the four month trial comes to a close at the end of October, the 
town’s Public Work Department is conducting a public survey to 
see if the one-way street is something that should be permanent.

The pilot program offered several new changes to enhance Los 
Gatos’s downtown experience. These included changing a fragment of 
North Santa Cruz Avenue into a one-way street heading southbound. 
Other adjustments included a sidewalk cafe, a southbound bike lane, 

new diagonal parking, and parklets for shops and restaurants on 
North Santa Cruz Avenue. The program spanned three downtown 
blocks, from Bachman Avenue to Elm Street. 

For residents of Los Gatos, there have been mixed opinions 
about this program; many believe that it causes more traffic than it 
relieves, while others enjoy the extra parking and outdoor seating. 
Junior Lindsey Adams believes that “it didn’t increase the traffic 
downtown, but it also didn’t do anything to help it. I thought that 
it was meant to help with beach traffic and I really don’t think it 
did that.” This comment seems to be a common theme with most 
citizens’ opinions on this project. Many people assume that its 
purpose was to alleviate the all too common occurrence of traffic 
heading over Highway 17 cutting through town. In reality, the Town 
of Los Gatos states explicitly that “there is not an expectation that 
this program will address cut-through traffic,” but to see how it 
would increase foot traffic downtown. 

So far, the town’s survey has revealed a variety of feedback 
that supports and challenges the council’s intent. Some residents 
felt traffic was a nightmare in Los Gatos before the one-way street 
change, and many people, especially South Bay commuters who 
work and live on the other side of the Santa Cruz mountains, find 
that the change only adds to an already chaotic traffic problem. 

Even people working at businesses in downtown Los Gatos share 
the common frustration of traffic downtown. Although traffic can 
become extreme, business owners and their employees consider 

the problem unsolvable and that the one-way street is not much 
of a deal-breaker when the parklets have been such a success. But, 
people living downtown are worried about the increase in traffic on 
side streets that they already take to avoid the traffic downtown. 

As for parking and bike lanes, the majority of feedback seems to 
be positive, as many people agree that they prefer diagonal parking 
over parallel due to the increased number of parking spots 

After the pilot officially ends later this month, the future of 
the one-way street and parklets is uncertain and will be scheduled 
for further deliberation and discussion. Nothing is set in stone, but 
if all goes well, the city plans on expanding the sidewalks to make 
North Santa Cruz “more pedestrian-friendly.” 
(Sources: Patch, Town of Los Gatos)YOU SHALL NOT PASS: North Santa Cruz Ave is limited to one lane right now.

Gilroy football ends early

STUDIOUS AND SERIOUS: Azim poses for a seaside photo. 

PROFILES IN PROFESSIONAL: Newsom poses for his official portrait as Governer.
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TURN IT AROUND: The street is currrently one way after the movie theater. 

RUNNING THE FIELD: The Gilroy Mustangs executing a play.
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